
 

THE RELATIONSHIPS CHARTER 
 

Relationships are a strength at Minchinhampton Academy;  we would like them to be 

even better.  The charter aims to support all relationships within the school 

community, including adult/adult, child/child and adult/child. 

 

 

At the heart of relationships within our school there must be TRUST. With this trust in place, the 

school knows that all parents want the best for their children and that they are the experts on their 

children. Likewise, parents know that the staff take their role very seriously, that they have 

expertise in educating children and want the best for every child in the school. 

Minchinhampton Academy is a very busy school. The community is creative, proactive and outward 

looking and the school reflects this. There are more clubs, pastoral interventions, PTA events, 

governor meetings and there is more change than in the average school. Staff aim to work as 

efficiently as possible but TIME is at a premium.  Class teachers do not have ‘free periods’ and 

many run clubs and attend meetings after school. Some staff are often in school as late as 7.00pm 

and will work upward of a 70 hour week during term time. The community and parents are highly 

supportive of the school and, despite very busy lives of their own, many devote precious time to 

supporting in many different ways. All of the adults involved in our community want to prioritise the 

needs of our children above all else, and there is never enough time. 

As a school we look to ensure all DECISIONS are made with the best interests of the pupils in 

mind - this above all else. In a school environment, we must constantly consider what is good for 

the individual and simultaneously what is good for all. We look to celebrate individuality but we 

must also be fair to all individuals.   

Staff receive training in assertiveness and restorative practice (see pg. 9) to try to ensure they 

uphold their part of the charter. Year 6 pupils receive training in peer mediation.  The Charter is 

displayed around school and on the website.  Its impact is monitored by the head teacher and 

governing body in regular consultation with pupils, parents and staff, and  feedback is 

evaluated on an ongoing basis.  



Restorative Practice 
REFLECT – REPAIR - RECONNECT 

Restorative practice is an approach that focuses on building, maintaining and restoring 

relationships and giving people agency in their own lives. Being guided by this creative, 

fair and humanistic approach helps to make our school even more devoted to fostering 

happy healthy people. 

 

“it’s all about how to re-build relationships when things go wrong; 

 about trying to understand other people’s feelings and our own” 

(Year 6 Student) 

 

With its roots in the practices 

of indigenous peoples and 

through a belief in people and 

relationships, restorative 

practice brings attention to 

many vital aspects of our 

school culture: how we get 

along with each other; our 

differences as an asset; the 

importance of curiosity rather 

than judgement, and 

collaboration rather than 

competition; being responsible 

for what's yours and allowing 

others to be responsible for 

what's theirs; listening to 

understand; asking more than 

telling; and kindness. Staff and 

students are encouraged to 

use the restorative practice 

questions, displayed on these 

posters throughout the school. 

 



Interactions 

‘HOW WE TALK TO EACH OTHER’ 

 

 

 
 

Please always look to contact your class teacher first,  

regarding any concerns you may have



Communication 

‘WHAT WE COMMUNICATE TO EACH OTHER AND WHEN’ 

 
 

COMMUNICATION GUIDANCE: What you can expect … 

 


